Transradial Intervention in Patients With Non-ST Elevation Acute Coronary Syndrome Using One 4.0 Fr Sheath and One Sheathless Guide Catheter Via a Single Puncture Site: The 1-1-1 Strategy.
The optimal primary transradial intervention (TRI) technique has not been established in non-ST segment elevation acute coronary syndrome (NSTEACS) patients, because they often, but not always, undergo immediate revascularization after coronary angiography (CAG). Moreover, TRI failure has been reported in 5%-10% of cases. We investigated whether a newly designed strategy of immediate TRI using one sheathless hydrophilic-coated guiding catheter (SH-GC) after diagnostic CAG with one 4.0 Fr sheath via a single access site (the 1-1-1 strategy) could be beneficial for NSTEACS patients. We performed immediate TRI prospectively using SH-GC in consecutive NSTEACS patients in our hospital and compared the procedural success rate with that of conventional TRI performed before this study. Between 2015 and 2017, immediate TRI using SH-GC was performed in 330 consecutive NSTEACS patients after CAG using a 4.0 Fr sheath. Compared with the conventional TRI group (n = 330), the procedural success rate was significantly higher in the SH-GC group (P<.01), as SH-GC prevented TRI failure due to radial spasm (P<.01). SH-GC use was also significantly associated with completion of both diagnostic CAG and immediate TRI using only one sheath (P<.001) and one guiding catheter (P=.02). Multivariate analysis revealed that SH-GC use was an independent predictor of successful TRI (P<.01). The rates of major adverse cardiac events were comparable; however, rates of major access-site bleeding (P<.01) and blood transfusion (P=.02) were significantly lower in the SH-GC group. The 1-1-1 strategy using SH-GC may offer better TRI treatment than conventional systems for NSTEACS patients and simultaneously prevent access-site bleeding.